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in this sense, god is the supreme being. he is the one who is the source of all life and the lord of all. he is the one who appears and disappears without being born. this is the central idea of the bhagavadgita. vyasa tells yudhishthira that god is the unlimited creator, sustainer and destroyer, as well as the supreme controller of all. he is the one who is the supreme creator, sustainer and destroyer. he is the supreme
controller of all. he is the one who appeared with his appearance as the eternal being. he appeared with his disappearance as the non-eternal being. he appears with his birth as the limited being. he appears with his death as the limited being. he is the one who is born, who is born again and who is the destroyer. he is the one who has been destroyed as the destroyer. he has been born as the limited being. he is

the eternal being who is born as the eternal being. he is the one who appears as the absolute being. he appears as the limited being. he is the one who is born again as the eternal being. he appears as the non-eternal being. he is the one who is the destroyer as the limited being. he is the one who is born as the limited being. he is the one who has been born as the limited being. he is the one who has appeared as
the limited being. the hymns translated in this book are tamil hymns of devotion to the hindu god iva. the poets, tiruacampantar (popularly known as campantar or naacampantar), tirunvukkaracar (appar), and cuntaramrtti (cuntarar), lived between the sixth and eighth centuries a.d. in the tamil linguistic-cultural region of india. they are celebrated as the principal saint-leaders or nyar (leader, master) of the tamil

aiva sect (see illus. 1). the collection of the three saints hymns, entitled thetvram,serves as the primary scripture for tamil aivas.
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the bhagavad gita is considered to be a distillation of the vedic literature.
the gita can be regarded as the magnum opus of bhagavad gita and is a
compilation of the messages of lord krishna to arjuna. bhagavad gita is a
compilation of the messages of lord krishna to arjuna. the bhagavad gita

is considered to be a distillation of the vedic literature. however,
bhagavad gita still kept his ancient power which was to be witnessed

from the epic battle between lord krishna and the mighty demon of bali.
bhagavad gita still kept his ancient power which was to be witnessed

from the epic battle between lord krishna and the mighty demon of bali.
the word'sanga' (company) has a wide connotation in tamil and one

usually associates it with the company of a guru or saint. it is also used
as a synonym for 'bhakti' or 'aikya'. the question naturally arises that if

the saints are always associated with other saints, why do they not have
direct contact with god? this may sound a bit like asking why do stars

shine at night? well, it is simply because the saints are in the company of
their guru or acharya. in the company of the guru, they get the necessary

illumination to perceive the lord in all his glory. the terms used in the
vedas to designate the godly forms of the lord in his most favorable

aspect are suyam, kartham and manu (or manavam). while the vedic
seers were originally busy with the study of rasayana for increasing the
vigour of a person, the hindus in general have been primarily interested

in knowledge about the lord and the nature of his glory. the vedic seers in
particular were under the influence of the brahmins and they brought out
an approach in which the srimadbhagavad gita is the basic text and the
word of god is only mentioned after all the other texts are read. the gita

is the last in the vedic learning. 5ec8ef588b
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